This paper describes a method for developing object-oriented frameworks based on reference models. Ref erence models are a reuse technique to represent directly the logical structure of a domain. A framework embodies both an abstract design that is common to all applications from the domain and hot spots that allow the framework to be customized to application-specific requirements. It is difficult for developers to extract the objects in a domain. The existing object-oriented methods do not have the guide of object ex traction. Moreover, developers must specify the flexible parts of applications by hot-spot analysis. There is the difference of the abstraction level between domain models and object models of frameworks. Reference models can show the guide of object extraction and mediate between domain models and object models of frameworks. We apply our approach to develop the framework of an industrial system. We propose MVCP (Model-View-Controller-Proxy) model for monitoring domains. By applying this model to this system, we can limit the scope of the objects in relation to hot spots. We discuss the effects in our approach.
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